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Why Are There Panels for Photoshop?

� Landscape images that “pop” have (almost) all 
been heavily post-processed

� Local Contrast Adjustments (levels, curves, ON1 
Dynamic Contrast, Nik Pro Contrast, HDR blending, etc.)

� Dodging and Burning (and other tone adjustments)

� Color adjustments

� Saturation

� Color balance/grading

� Orton Effect, Glow



Steve Arnold Example



Luminosity Masks Help Target the 
Adjustments

� Most people aren’t good enough artists to 
paint the adjustments just where they 
want them

� Luminosity Masks help you concentrate 
the adjustments on just the tones (or 
colors) you want



Don Talked About This Last year;
Here’s a Reminder

� The basic Lights 1 mask of an 
image is just a black and white 
version with each pixel’s value 
being the luminosity (or 
brightness) of the original 
image’s pixel

� Using this as a mask to an 
image adjustment applies the 
adjustment to each pixel in 
proportion to its luminosity



A Cornucopia of Luminosity Masks
� These masks can be targeted at brighter 

pixels by intersecting them with themselves
� They can be targeted at darker pixels by 

inverting the basic Lights mask to create a 
Darks mask, then intersecting some more

� They can be targeted at midtones by 
subtracting Lights and Darks from the 
original image

� Through addition and subtraction Zone 
System masks can be created

� Any mask can be further refined by 
applying a Levels (or curves) adjustment to 
it



Using Luminosity Masks
� To use Luminosity masks to edit an 

image:
� Decide which tones you want to affect
� Create the appropriate mask
� Apply the mask to the adjustment layer or 

load the mask as a selection and paint your 
adjustment onto the image constrained by 
the selection

� These can be used for:
� Tone adjustments (levels, curves, dodging, 

burning)
� Color adjustment (increase or decrease 

saturation, change colors or color balance)
� HDR Blending
� Any post-processing step in which you want 

to target specific tones or colors



Luminosity Mask Panels

� Luminosity masks are a pain to create
� So first people created Photoshop actions
� These have now evolved to panels that act as extensions of 

Photoshop

� Many are offered, some are even free
� Tony Kuyper (TK Panel v5/v6, TK Infinity Mask Panel, TK Basic Panel 

v6)
� Aaron Dowling (ADPpanel+Pro v2)
� Greg Benz (Lumenzia v3, Basic Panel)
� Jimmy McIntyre (Raya Pro v2 + Instamask, The Easy Panel)
� Sven Stork (Interactive Luminosity Masks)
� Know How Transfer (Mask Equalizer)



TK Panel vs. Raya Pro + Instamask

� The TK Panel is the industry gold standard. Tony 
Kuyper was the first proponent of using luminosity 
masks and the features and quality of results from 
the TK Panel are industry leading. This is what I use 
when I am in need of luminosity masks.

� Jimmy McIntyre concentrates on image blending. 
Armed with his (mostly free) videos and Raya Pro, 
blending bracketed shots is pretty easy. I use Raya 
Pro when I want to blend images manually rather 
than using Lightroom’s HDR merge.



Let’s See These in Action

� Sean Bagshaw demonstrating how the TK Panel is used in 
“Complete Workflow: Northland”:
� http://goodlight.us/panels-and-videos.html ($39)

� Jimmy McIntyre blending bracketed images with Raya Pro
� http://www.shutterevolve.com/blend-exposures-tip-photoshop-

including-interior-photos/

� Jimmy McIntye demonstrating Instamask
� http://www.shutterevolve.com/tutorial-complex-luminosity-masks-

made-easy-instamask-photoshop/

� Dave Kingham reviews several panels
� https://exploringexposure.com/blog/luminosity-mask-panel-review/


